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Spend another year at Downton Abbey. The essential calendar for fans of the landmark
television series, Downton Abbey is packed with fun and pure obsession: full-color stills from the
show; character portraits; fascinating trivia about the era, including Science and Technology,
Language and Literature, The Working World, and Notable Events; plus delectable dialogue—
Isobel: How you hate to be wrong. Violet: I wouldn’t know. I ’m not familiar with the sensation.

About the AuthorFounded in 1996, Indianapolis-based TF Publishing (TFP) is one of the nations
top publishers of calendars and dated stationery products. Setting the bar for top-notch quality, a
broad range of designs and licenses, and unmatched service, TFP continues to earn the trust of
retailers and consumers alike.
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Tye, “I actually save some of them because they're so pretty and give a few to family and friends.
Very cute as well as classy. I actually save some of them because they're so pretty and give a
few to family and friends. I like that in addition to famous quotes from the show, they also include
a couple interesting historical trivia facts that are relevant and fun to know from the time period. If
you like DA and want a little piece if its idecadence every day, this is a great piece for your office
or bedroom.”

S.L. Kotar, “Almost Perfect but not Quite. I like Page-A-Day calendars and buy many of them. I
was a bit disappointed that numerous days have no photographs but just snippets of history. The
information is fascinating and I realize 365 days is a lot of "Downton Abbey" photographs to
come up with, but that's why I bought it.”

C. Alea, “Beautiful, Great Gift for Downton Abbey Fan. Purchased this for an office mate, who
was going through Downton Abbey withdrawl. He loves it, and leaves the old pages on my desk
for my own Downton Abbey walk through memory lane. It was a great X-mas present and was
really appreciated.”

Sarah, “I give this to my mom as one of her .... I give this to my mom as one of her Christmas
presents every year. It's become a tradition. She loves reading the quotes on it everyday and
keeps it in her room at work. She has bonded with many of her patients over this calendar. I hope
they don't stop making them now that the show has ended!”

Queen Regina, “My Downton Daily Fix. Bought this calendar for my desk at work. I look forward
to flipping each page every morning to read a little history of the era and tidbits from the show. I
really miss watching the Crawleys each week on PBS, but this calendar gives me a daily dose to
enjoy.”

Marcia L. Heizer, “Four Stars. Christmas gift - she liked it”

Dagmar, “This calendar makes a wonderful gift. This calendar will make an excellent present for
any Downton Abbey fan - it is well-manufactured, the quality of the paper is great, and the
selection of quotes and photographs is brilliant. I also like the occasional information on the life
of ladies and gentlemen (including new literature they could read, new technologies they could
use, and new social challenges they had to face) of the post-Edwardian era - even though these
are mainly facts most people interested in history already know.Some TV series memorabilia are
shoddy, but this calendar oozes the spirit of the style one would associate with the life at
Downtown Abbey.”



kaykayeff, “For a true Downton Abbey fan. Bought as a gift for a Downton Abbey fan. She loves
the individual quotes per page! Must say that the actual size of the pages was smaller than
expected, but that is just because I did not think through the fact that it was a page-a-day
calendar.”

Pilot Jean-Louis, “Five Stars. ok”

M. N., “Als Geschenk gut geeignet. Den Kalender habe ich für eine Freundin als Geschenk
gekauft. Sie ist ein großer Fan der Serie und hat sich sehr über den Kalender gefreut.”

The book by Sally J. Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 59 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Item Weight: 1.4 pounds
Dimensions: 6.5 x 1.5 x 6.5 inches
Calendar: 13 pages
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